Port Zimbali Estate Home Owners’ Association (NPC)
Registration Number: 2006/008435/08

Application to keep a Pet on Port Zimbali Estate
(only applicable to dogs and cats)
The Pet Policy of the Association specifies certain limitations with regard to the keeping of Pets on the Estate. The Association, notwithstanding that Port Zimbali Estate is
animal friendly, for the benefit of all its members, is obliged to regulate the number, size and temperament of Pets allowed on the Estate. Application is hereby made
to the Association by the Resident to keep a Pet on the Estate, the details of which are depicted hereunder. The Association will upon approval of the application to keep
a Pet on the Estate, issue a PET CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE, the continued validity of which will be in the sole discretion of the Association. This application must
include two photographs in electronic format of the relevant Pet - one of which must depict the entire Pet from the side in a standing position.

Member's name:
Tenant's name

(if applicable):

E-mail Address of Pet Owner:
Cellular number of Pet Owner:
Member's street name and house number:
Details of the Pet
Is the Pet a dog or a cat?
Name of the Pet:
Breed

(or closest breed in the event of the Pet being a cross):

Sex of Pet:
Predominant colour of the Pet:
Is the Pet sterilised (Attach certificate)?
Is the Pet's innoculation up to date (Attach certificate)?
Briefly describe any distinguishing markings on the
Pet:
Briefly describe the Pet's temperament:
If application is made for a dog, please describe the size of the dog
Weight in kilograms

Height in millimetres
Certificate

I, the undersigned and member of the Association, and, if applicable, I the undersigned and Tenant of the member, hereby acknowledge and confirm my understanding
and acceptance of the Policy pertaining to the keeping of a Pet on Port Zimbali Estate. I understand and accept the liability that any damage to property caused by the
Pet will be for my account. I also undertake to make good any such damage on receipt of a demand to this effect from the Association. I agree to hold the Association
harmless in the event of an injury to any person or the loss of life of any person present on the Estate caused by the Pet. I undertake to keep the Pet in a healthy state
and free from any disease that may have a negative impact on other residents or animals on the Estate. I undertake to ensure that the property on which the Pet will be
kept, including other surrounding properties as and where applicable, will be kept free from its excrement and faeces on a daily basis. I understand that approval to
keep a Pet on the Estate is in the sole discretion of the Association and agree to abide by any decision taken by the Association to have the Pet removed.

Date

Member's signature

Date

Tenant's signature

